
Top-mounted counter 
with push reset for 

highly convenient 
measuring

Strong snap-lock 
secures the  shaft for 

use, unclips and folds 
 for easy storage

Holder for aerosol 
spray marking paint

PERFORMANCE FEATURES 
 Top-mounted counter with push reset for 
highly convenient measuring

 Ergonomic rubber grip handle

 Counter is protected by shock absorbing rubber 
surround

 5-digit counter measures to 9999.9 metres

 Supplied with carry bag and shoulder strap

 Strong snap-lock secures the shaft for use, 
unclips and folds for easy storage

 Easy grip handle for carrying when folded

 Holder for aerosol spray marking paint

 Wide high-traction tire tread for excellent 
surface grip

 Constructed of heavy-duty ABS components 
and strong aluminium tube shaft

 Equipped with fold-down kickstand

 Dimensions: Wheel dia 318mm, folded length 
550mm, extended 1000mm

IN USE
  A measuring wheel is an estimating device. 
Under ideal conditions—surfaces that are flat, 
smooth and straight—measuring wheels can 
be expected to be accurate to within +/- 0.5%

  Using the tool on uneven surfaces like grass or 
soil will give reduced accuracy

  Operate the measuring wheel at normal 
walking speed

  Walk in a straight line and keep the rubber tire 
tread flat to the ground 

   Handle with care, don’t throw the tool into 
vehicles or storage—the counter is a precision 
mechanism

   Operate the wheel on the firmest available 
surface

   Clean up after using on muddy or 
gritty surfaces

   Do not allow grit to enter the driveshaft

   When not in use, keep stored in its bag

SUITABLE FOR
Estimating distances and 
quantities:

 Fencing

 Paving

Road construction

Concrete work

Accident scenes

Geologic sites

 Surveying

 Irrigation

 Farming and forestry

Sports training

Insurance claims

 Roofing

 Landscaping

 Groundscare

45-EMWP

Wide high traction 
tire tread for 

excellent surface grip

Constructed of heavy-
duty ABS components 
and strong  aluminum 

tube shaft

Holder for 
aerosol spray

Fold-down 
kickstand

Supplied with carry 
bag and shoulder strap

Folds for  easy 
storage
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